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Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectra of Ions Substituted into 

Transition-Metal Ion Lattices 

by 

Hichael R. St. JoliD and Rollie J. ~yers 

Department of Chemistry, and Inorganic Materials Research Division of 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, 

Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

Below 2 K it is possible to observe well-resolved electron paramagnetic 

resonance spectra for cu
2+ substituted into a-NiS04•6HzO. Comparison with 

the g-values obseryed in the diamagnetic isostructural ZnSe04•6H2o shows 

. h . - f b 0 2 . . h . 2+ 1 . d . 2+ 1' • 2+ .::. . pos1tive g-s 1..rt o_ a out • un1ts 1n t e N1 att1ce ue to Cu -~h 

exchange interec!::.·.:::. 

Two equivale:ct theories for the incorporation of guest-host exchange 

::.::1teraction i::~.J the spin Hamiltonian of 'the guest ion are presented. One 

:-: these theories :.s an extension of the standard perturbation techniques and 

~he other utilizes a ~olecular field approach. Both give si~ila~ results 

. 2+ .2+ and indicate a_nearest neighbor ferromagnetlc Cu -Nl. exchange with 

-1 
-2J = +0.145±0.01 em • 

· 1 d f c 2+ M 2+. d v2+ b · d · Exper1ments are a so reporte or o , n , an su stl.tute 1nto 

2+ .2+ 
The Co -Nl. exchange 

is_ only slightly ferromagnetic, but our theories cannot give quantitative 

agreement with experiment. 2+ .2+ The Mn -N1.. exchange is too small to be 

d b h VZ+N.Z+ ~- . d' 2J 0 0' 01 -l measure, ut t e · -r1.. exc.wnge l.n l.Cates- =-. o±. em 

All of these exchange interactions are for hydrated ions and take place 

through hydrogen bonds. The trends that we observe for exchange in the 

N.Z+ 1 . d' d 1 attl.ce are 1scusse • 

!7 ~·~- 0 ~ 
l·~ 0 0 &- r 
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I. Introduction 

The observation of the EPR spectra of paramagnetic impurities in 

paramagnetic host lattices has been hindered by the line broadening 

·associated with the ho5t-impurity interaction. The time dependence of 

the interaction can be eliminated by confining the host to a single spin 

state, thus removing fluctuations. The confinement can be accomplished 

by low temperatures and/or high magnetic fields, a field being necessary 

for degenerate states. Under these conditions well resolved spectra of 

the impurity should be obtainable. Experimentally, only the EPR of 

impurities doped ir:to hosts with singlet ground states have been observed 

since less string~2t experimental conditions are required to exclusively 

?Opulate a singl=: ground state. Specifically, the previous hosts used 

~era composed ~~ :anthanide ions ~ith ground.st~tes derived from a J=O 

f::-2:-ion state '·c.-_ ::..en was separated from the next nearest spin-:orbit state 

. - . . , f f h d d b 1 "'"" 6 
":y energles o:: :::::2 c:::-.J.er o a _ew un re "tvavenum ers. Thennal 

r-estriction of t":lese lanthanides to their ground states was easily 

accomplished, ani well resolved impurity spectra were recorded with 

anomalous behavior in some instances. 

There are two modes of attack on the problem of incorporating the 

interaction into the impurity ion description. If the spin Hamiltonian 

i~ known or a reasonable guess can be made, it can be fit to the experi-

mental data. Alternatively, differences in the spectra of the impurity 

in a paramagnetic lattice and in an isostructural diamagnetic lattice can 

be singled out as arising from the interactions. This assumes that the 

Hamiltonian can be written as a sum of the single ion Hamiltonian ·plus 

interactions, i.e., the interactions do not effect the single ion Ha.t-niltonian. 
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The ideal host material T;lould be one ~•here the host :Ll!lpurity inter2Ltion 

could be turned on and off by the experimenter. By such a means those 

features of the spectra due to the host-impurity interactions could be 

unequivocally_ isolated. An approximation· of· this situation can be 

contrived if the paramagnetic'host lattice has an isostructural diar..agnetic 

lattice. Differences between the spectra of the impurity in the para-

·., magnet_ic la.ttice (interaction on) .. and the diamagnetic lattice (interaction 

off), should be due to the host-impurity interaction and be related to it. 

Both of these methods will be employed in the analysis of our data~ 

Transition-metal ions with large zero field splittings and sillglet 

grotind states al.sc .:::eet the. requirements for easily observable impurity 

spectra. One =----~ host is a.-NiS04 • 6Hz0 whose spin triplet is split in 

=-~s tetragonal ::-~--stal field by spin-orbit coupling into a singlet and 

. 7 -1 
=.doublet with the si::glet lying-lowest by 4.74 em • 

an isostructural
8 

ciamagnetic ·lattice which can be used as the reference. 

The~e two lattic2s provide a system in which to investigate the magnetic 

interaction of paramagnetic impurities in a.-NiS04•6HzO. 

Section II gives a theoretical discussion of the effects of magnetic 

interactions on the spectra of impurtty ions. This is followed in 

Section III with a brief account. 6£ the necessary crystallographic data 

and experimental procedures in Section IV•. In'Sections V-VII, a detailed 

analysis of the g-value shifts of Cu
2+ in a.-NiS04•6HzO is given by a spin 

Hamiltonian pert~rbation method and by an alternative molecular field 

method. Lastly, Section VIII presents data on Co 2+, Mn2+, and VZ+ doped 

into the a.-NiS04•6HzO lattice, and Section IX discusses the trend in the 

exchange interactions as the number of d electrons of the inlpltrl' ty l. r 1 d s ec,uce • 

S L L 0 0 J7 J·~ n ! n 0 ~. \ i~ 
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II. THEORY 

The principal theoretical problem iri. the interpretation of EP:.\. s_tJectra 

of ions substituted into paramagnetic hosts is the incorporation of the 

host-impurity interaction into the impurity ion 1 s description. Since th~ 

spin Hamiltonian formalism has proved to· be a convenient and useful method 

for describing ions in diamagnetic lattic~s, it would seem desirable to 

st~y within its framework for ions in paramagnetic lattices. The following 

discussion presents two methods which describe how to incorporate the 

effects of the ~ost-impurity interactio.ns into the impurity ion 1 s spin 

Hamiltonian par~~eters with emphasis on the g-value shifts. The first 

approach extends :~2 conventional spin Hamiltonian perturbation theory 
. . . 3 

scheme similar :;:; c:hat used by Hutchings~ et al., and the second approach 

utilizes molec:.C~:- field theory. 

_ ......... Per:urba:~== ~ethod 

The physical unit under consideration is defined to be the impurity 

ion plus a cluster of neighbors. The impurity ion is assumed to interact 

with each neighbor independently in a pair-wise manner. No direct account 

is taken of possible i~teraction effects of the neighbors with the other 

host ions. Since the neighbor-impurity interactions are considered to be 

independent, the results for a pair can be developed and then summed over 
.• 

an appropriate number of neighbors. The perturbation Hamiltonian is 

taken to be 

(1) 

The subscripts I and N refer to the impurity and neighbor, respectively, and 

the interaction term has been taken as the ge11eral bilinear exchange form. 
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The aim of the spin Hamiltonian scheme is· to evaluate parametrically, 

or in actuality, if possible, all operators e..'<cept those of the spin under 

consideration. For the host:-"impurity pair, all the orbit.::ll operators and 

the host spin operators need to be evaluated in order to leave a Hamiltonian 

only in the impurity spin operator. Using pro duet l.:ravefunctions of the 

form lwJ.#!pN>, where the l/J's refer to orbital functions and a to the spin 

function, and considering only the case of orbitally non-degenerate ions, 

the first-order spin Hamiltonian for the impurity ion is 

ffCl) 

Carrying the devel,opment of· the spin Hamiltonian to second-order 

requires the cor:s:.:i.:::.ration of several types of excited state wavefunctions. 

'!'he singly. exc:.~;::::: forms 11J.¥lJNoN> ·and ltJ1~o:f~> contribute the normal second-

:-:::der terns to ::.~e g~va.lue and the zero-field splittings of the impurity 

:.:1d host ions, r"=s::;ectively, and add nothing new. The singly excited 

host spin·state, 
, n 
j:.J;I~0n>, adds a new term which involves theexchange 

interaction and is given by 

I <o.N j2S] •.§N + ..§r ·.45N•_§N I 0 N> 12 
· 

Eo - En 
n 

This second-order expression contributes two terms to the impurity ion 

spin Hamiltonian, one arising from the cross term of the exchange and 

host Zeeman energies and one from the square of the e..'<change energy. All 

multipl~ excited states ~eld no additional terms. The validity of this 

perturbation approach, is specified by Eq. (3)', where the condition that the 

exchange interaction be small compared to the separation of the host grou:1d 

and excited states is implied. 

0 0 

(2) 

(3) 
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Retaining only first-order exchange terms and neglect.ing zero-field 

terms, the impurity ion spin Hamiltonian becomes 

/Yr = 8H•sq ·s1 + Sr ·""' KN•<o& I $r-d oN> 
"' 't "' "' 'L..J "' 'V . 

(4) 

N 
where the sum is to be taken over an appropriate number of neighbors. To 

appreciate the effect of the exchange term, knowledge of the host wave-

function is required. For pure singlet states, the host spin matrix 

elements are identically zero. However, the presence of a magnetic field 

generatesVan Vleck paramagnetism which arises from the field mixing excited 

states into the singlet ground state. For low lying excited states the 

mixing can be ap;::=eciable, thus causing the host spin matrix elements to be 

significant • S:i..::ce the mixing is done by the field, the matrix elements 

.s.cquire a line=.:- field dependence when the wave functions are taken to 

:irst-order :i.::: :;::-e.:-:urbation theory. Thus, for host ions with a singlet 

gr~und state, t::e first-order exchange term contributes an additional 

Zeeman termor equivalently a g-value shift. Host ions that possess 

paramagnetisn in addition to the Van Vleck paramagnetism will contribute 

a zero-field tero linear in the impurity spin. This case has not been 

observed yet and should be a large effect. 

The second-order terms also contribute linear·field terms as well as 

higher powers in the field, and various zero~fie~d terms are generated. 

. . 

+ c.c.} + 2: I.: 
n N 

(5) 
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where C. C. means complex conjugate. These higher order terms were not 

found necessary for the interpretation of .the experimental data which 

follows and will not be considered in greater detail. 

To summarize, this typ~ of analysis finds the not too surprising fact 

tha,t the exchange interaction should modify the observed g-values and zero-

field splittings of the impurity ion. The importance of dipolar interaction 

will be discussed in Sec.J:ion V. 

A few practical comments on the use of the equations se~s in order. 

First of all, to evaluate ~the matrix elements of the host ion, a rather exact 

knowledge of the host wav'efunction is necessary. There are two sources 

which may yield this information. Magnetic resonance of the pure host or 

the host in an isostructural diamagnetic lattice should be able to provide 

the wavefuncti·.:::::s. However, in the type of lattice where spectra should 

::.e most easily observable, those with. singlet ground states, the absorption~ 

will be in the far infrared. Coupling this fact with possible line broadening 

problems in the pure host;, yields the result that almost no experimental data 

of the spectr~scopic kind is available. Probably a better sourcET of wave-

function data is rigorous magneto-thermodynamic work where the host energy 

level scheme has been determined.
7 Aiso, the general bilinear form for 

the exchange interaction, which may be an asymmetric tensor, can introduce 

as many as nine additional parameters into the Hamiltonian. This can put 

a severe burden on the experimental data. However, the Hamiltonian was 

developed for the orbital singlet ground state case where isotropic exchange 

can be shown to be the dominate term in the exchange interaction.
9 Therefore, 

under-those cond:i.tions where Eq.(4) would be expected to hold, isotropic 

ex!=hange will be a very good approximation. On the other hand, ions ••ith 

2+ appreciable orbital angular momentum, for example Co , isotopic exchange 

...... 1'\ 
Ll tf o a 
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as well as Eq.(4) become questionable and in all probability cannot give 

an accurate inter:pretntion of the experimental data. 

B. Nolecular Field Nethod 

An alternative first-order theory will be presented which combines 

some ideas of molecular field theory into the impurity ion spin Hamiltonian. 

The starting point will deal more dire<:tly with the impurity ion whose 

Hamiltonian will be assumed to be a swn of the single ion spin Hamiltonian 

plus pair-wise interactions with its neighbors. 

tm• grS I - 2J ~ SN• s 1. 
"' 'V 'V L..J "' r 'V 

(6) 

N 

In Eq.(6), zero-field and hyperfine terms have been neglected, and isotroplc 

exchange has alre2ciy been assumed. 

The proble::: t~ be addressed is how to replace the host ion spin by some 

knoWn quantiti~s • .1. in order to leave a Hamiltonian containing only the 1mpun.ty 

spin operators. 
10 

~oriya and Obata pointed out that the host spin can be 

divided into two parts, a thermal equilibrium or average value and a time· 

dependent deviation, mathematically, s = < s> + o s ( t) •. 

"' "' 
The time dependent 

part will cause the broadening of the spectra, and the static part will 

result in an exchange or molecular field at the impurity ion. Molecular 

field theory replaces the neighbor spin operators by this average spin. 

With z equivalent nearest neighbors, Eq.(6) becomes 

71'r = 

The average sp.in <SN> is in general still a vector quantity since in an 

"' 
anisotropic system spin components will be induced perpendicular as ~-~ell 

as parallel to the magnetic field direction. The advantage of this 

replacement ·is that the average.sp.in can be related to the macroscopic 

. (7) 



....... 
<;,( 
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. .. M h . . t b h 1 . ll magnet1zat.1on n.J or t e magnet.1zat.1on per a om m y t e re at1on 

= 
m 
'\, 

- gNB 

Replacement of the average spin by the magnetization implies that all the 

ions are energetically equivalent. Though this condition is net in general 

fulfilled, there are usually symmetry.axes where it is. When the energy 

level scheme is available, the magnetization per ion may be calculated using 

h 1 
. 12 t e re atJ.on, 

m 
'\, 

With the above considerations in mind, the exchange interaction becomes, 

..... ·· 2zJ .~oEN~· 
=-.......- - s 

'8NB oH .zl 
~ 

' ex 
., 

~:hich is applicable when the impurity spin can be considered quantized along 

~he magnetic f~e:d direction. . Equation (7) now reduces to 

__,/; · · 2zJ /5~) 
•-'/ I = grSHoSzi- gNS \ oH 5zi ' 

2 2 '2 2 • 2 
·.iSere for axial sy~etry gi = gil cos e + g ..L S.1n e in the usual way. 

In the true molecular field approach, the two terms of Eq.(8) ·would 

be combined by incorporating the exchange part into an effective field. 

In the case under consideration, it is also possible to incorporate the 

exchange part into an effective g-value by factoring Eq.(8) in the 

·following way, 

.... ~0 .. > .. ] 2zJ· ~ · 1 
- ~· TH H f3HoSzi 

g .B 0 
N .. 

= 

Here, as in the perturbation .method, the exchange· interaction results in a 

g-value shift for host ions with a singlet ground state •. In this case, 

the host ion energy is principally second-order and thus, quadratic. in the 

field. The derivative of the energy with respect to the field is then 

n 0 0 0 

(8) 

(9) 
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nearly linear in field, and the field term in the denominator will be cancelled 

resulting in a constant g-value shift. 

III. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE of a-NiS04•6HzO 

X-:-rqy and neutron diffraction-studies have determined the co;nplete 

crystal strucutre of a-NiS04 •6.Hz013 and a-NiS04·.6D20, 
14 

respectively. 

The crystal is tetragonal with space grotip P41212 or P43212 depending on 

the enantiomorphic form. Analysis shows that the unit; cell has dimensions 

. a = 6.790±0.003 1 and c = 18.305!0.004 1 and contains four Ni(Hz0)6Z+ 

complexes. 

The spatial symmetry of the ligands around the nickels is not measurably 

different from oc:ahedral. EPR of the a-NiS04•6H2o and Ni
2+ doped into the 

isomorphous ZnSe04· 6Hz0 reveal a substantial tetragonal distortion of the 

N
.2+ . 
~ s~te. This distortion bas been attributed to increased hydrogen 

bending of tw--o c:;: the water molecules which reduces the crystal 

~. ld . . t.b . ~.:- .. • 15 ::1e 1n e1r -...u.ec .. 1ons-•. The four ions in the unit cell are equivalent 

except for the orientation of their tetragonal axes. Each of the ion's 

tetragonal axes is tilted by an angle <P from the crystal c axis in a plane 

defined by the c axis and the ab bisector (hereafter called theY axis). 

There are two yc planes, and each contains the axes of two ions with the 

tilt of <P being opposite for these ions. Figure 1 shows four unit cells 

illustrating the orientation of the ions and Fig. 2 shm..rs the projections 

of the ion axes on the two yc planes. 

Another important feature to be noted is the neighbor arrangement. 

Referring to Fig. 1, an ion located in site 2 is surrounded by four 

nearest neighbors at sites 1 and 3 in a tetrahedral fashion and at a 

0 

distance of 5.72 A. Thet~ are four more next nearest neighbors located 
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in the plane defined by all ions of type 2. These neighbors are related 

by a lattice translation along a and are, therefore, located 6.79 1 away. 

Further neighbors will not be considered due to their distance. The 

nearest neighbor ions \VOuld appear to have an obvious superexchange path-

way through the hydrogen bonding of water molecules in.the coordination 

sphere of the two metal ions. Next nearest neighbors have no such 

2-obvious pathway and presumably would have to involve an so4 ion between 

the waters. For this reason, along with the spectral data to be presented, 

the nearest neighbor interactions are considered to be dominate. 

The diamagnetic reference lattiee used was ZnSe04•6H20~ 16 Klein 

found that it was isomorphous with ct-NiS04•6H20, and 

15 
EPR spectra of various 

io':l.s in this latt:.~e by Jindo and Myers has verified this. The lattice ratio 

is given by Y~e"~ ~o be If a :c=l:l.8949 which is to be compared with the 

~-NiS04•6n20 ra;:::.o ff~:c=l:1.912 indicating a slight relative expansion in 

the a direction. X-ray crystallographic data on ZnSe04•6H20 is given by 

s Hajek and Cepelak. 

A more accurate analysis of the data to be presented could. have been 

obtained if a tetragonal form of ZnSo4•6HzO was available. However, no 

such structure has been reported, the monoclinic form being the only hexa

. 17 
hydrate. 

IV. Experimental 

Details of the 9 GHz spectrometer and cavities employed can be found 

. 18 19 
elsewhere and was employed except where noted. ' The cryogenic equip-

ment consisted of a double dewar arrangement equipped with a fast pumping 

system which allowed the temperature of 1.3 K to be reached. The tempera-

ture was monitored by the vapor pressure of the helium. 

lr L I 0 0 ~ J;11 tl ·'' n 0 fr 
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Crystals were grown frorn saturated aqueous.solutions of the host doped 

with an appropriate ~nount of impurity ions . The tetiagonal form 

. a....NiS04•6H20 is only obtained in the temperature range 30.7...:53.8°C, and 

these crystal~ were grown in a water bath maintained at approximately 

ZnSe04 •6HzO crystals were grown at room temperature. The 

a-:NiS04•6HzO crystals doped with V2+ was grown under nitrogen due to the 

f 
2+ · h d h v2+ d · 1 · d reactivity o V . w1t oxygen, an t e op1ng so ut1on was generate 

from VOS04 by reacting it with Zn in acid solution. 

The crystals were mounted on teflon plugs which filled the cylindrical 

cavity and ~ere immersed ·i~ liquid helium. The well-defined and easily 

distinguishable c::-ystal faces made crystal axis identification and mounting 

atraightforwar:. .:l ... ,gular variation was accomplished by rotation of the 

magnet in a give~ plane with the plane being varied by remounting the 

crystal. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
2+ 

Cu. : a-Niso4 •6Hz0 

2+ The general qualitative features of the Cu spectra in the para:-

magnetic host ce-~US04 •6H20 are similar to the diamagnetic host ZnSe04 •6Hz0. 

The ions exhibit tetragonal symmetrY· Four copper spectra are obtained 

for an arbitrary direction of the magnetic field corresponding to the 

four ions per unit cell. With the magnetic field along the a and c axes, 

all spectra coalesce into a single one. Rotation of the field in the 

ac or ab planes results in two· spectra for.all directions (ions 1 and 3 

being equivalent and 2 and 4'befng ~quivalent). Rotation of the magnetic 

field in the yc plane results in three spectra w~ich coalesce into t~.;ro 

·along the y axis (ions 1 and· 3 being equivalent at all angles). Details 
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of the angular dependences can be found in Jindo and Nyers }
5 They 

found a slight doubling of the spectra for arbitraty orientations of 

the field and attributed this to a tilt ·of the x-axis of the copper ions 

away from the )C·plane. It was discovered that this doubling could be 

attributed in inaccurate crystal alignment on the order of 1°. For this 

reason their x-axis tilt is incorrect. 

Several deviations from the diamagnetic host lattice spectra are 

observed. First, the g-values are abnormally large, being 0.2 to 0.6 units 

higher in the nickel lattice. The value of ~ is also observed to increase, 

where ~ here is defined as the angle between the c axis and the maximum g-value 

found in the yc plane~ Two other changes are a decrease in the hyperfine 

splittings and a= increase in the linewidth. Table I compares the g-values 

and hype_rfine v2..::1es for the .external field along the principal magnetic 

":ld crystallographic axes• 

. lP. 2+ 
. Jindo u atte3:pted to fit the Cu spectra to a conventional spiri. 

Hamiltonian, but he was unable to obtain a satisfactory fit. Figure 3 

shows_a comparison of the calculated and observed uncorrected g-values. 

These observations indicate that the copper-nickel interactions must be 
· .. 2+ 

playing a significant role in the spectra of the Cu • 

20 Svare and Seidell · have pointed out that at low temperatures when 

it is possible to populate a single state, a paramagnetic sample will 

show a shape effect similar to that encountered in ferromagnetic 

resonance. Nearly ail the samples used were of prismatic shape, and 

since it is not practical to calculate the effect for irregular shapes, 

an unknown error was introduced into the data. The shape effect for 

0 I 0 0 
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TABLE I 

Cu2+ Apparent g and A Values in Two HostJa) 

CX-NiS0(%•6H20 ZnSeO{t•6HzO 

Axis g A(gauss) g A(gauss) 

a 

c 

y 

z 

X 

(&) 

2. 68±. 02 59.7±0.6 2.179±.002 69.9 ± .3 

2.50 91.0 2.279 97.2 

2.85 74.6 2.260 90.8 

2.91 93.8 2.429. 115.-7 

2.50 10 2.097 15 

cp = 61.8° cp = 43.3° 

a and c re=e= :o the crystal axes and z and x refer to the.magnetic 

axes of the :.o:ts, (the z-axis here is defined as the maximum g in the 

yc pla:te.} 



Axis 

c 

a 
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TABLE II 

Co2+: a-Niso4 •6Hz0 

Sample Shape 

plate 

sphere 

plate 

sphere 

g(uncorr.) 

4.282 

4.301 

4.744 

4.688 

.. 

0 0 
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a-NiS04"6HzO would be expected to be small because it is pro?ortion:;.l to 

the magnetization which is entirely second-order at the temperatures of 

the experiments. 11 . f 2+ ' . . The sma ness was veri ied by spectra of Co su:•stltute.< 
. 19 .. . 

into a-NiS04•6H 2o taken by Batchelder ror samples of varying shapes 

at 1.3 K. 
2+ 

.Table II gives represeritatiye g-values of Co in samples of 

different shapes along two crystal axes. The spherical samples should 

have no shape effect while the plate should show the largest effect. 

As can be seen the shape effect is not negligible, but it is believed that 

an upper limit of 0.02 may be set on the prismatic shapes of a-NiS04 •6Hz0. 

The differences in the uncorrected g-values between paramagnetic and 

diamagnetic hosts cannot be ascribed to the shape effect alone, but it is 

considered to be t~e limiting source of error in the g-value measurements 

in Cl-NiS04•6HzO. 

At 1.3 K t:-:e 
2+ 

Cu spectra in a-NiS04•6H20 were, for the most part, 

~~11 resolved ir-:~ ~he characteristic four-line hyperfine pattern with 

t~e derivative l~~e widths of each hyperfine component about 20 gauss. 

~-iatural isotope a.bundances of cu2+ were used, and the line width is the combined 

width of the t"tYo isotopes.· A typical absorption spectra is given in Fig. 4. 

The line width in ZnSe04•6H20 is close to 10 gauss, and the two isotopes 

could be resolved in the outer hyperfine lines. The copper lines quickly 

broaden in the nickel lattice and are nearly undetectabl~at 2.5 K. 

This does not occur in ZnSe04•6HzO. This copper broadening corresponds 

with the populating of the first excited spin state of the nickel ions. 
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VI. APPLICATION OF THE PERTURBATION }f£THOD TO Cu
2+ 

Equation (4) of Section II reduces to 

, 7fr" = gBHos~I- 2J~-2: <a.NJ~daN> 
N 

2- 2 2 e 2 i 
2 e h he • · · · • • 1 • g I= ~II cos + g..l. s n w en t - J.ID.purlty :to·n l.S axJ..a symmetr:tc 

and isotropic exchange has been assumed. The sUmmation will be restricted 

to nearest neighbors only and hyperfine terms are neglected. The follo>.;ing 

(10) 

assumptions aremade about axes of quantization. The copper spins are taken 

as quantized along the external field, and the nickel spins ar.e taken as quantized 

along their crystal field axes. The_nickel coordinate systems used .are 

those given in Fig. 2. These assumptions allow the simplest coordinates 

for the calculation of the interaction term. 

To evaluate ::=:e nickel matrix elements in the exchange term, the scalar 

spi.."l product is -rl-:.:.tten in the coorindate system of the copper ion, and the 

::.i~kel spin operators are rotated into their crystal field coordinates 

~here their wave£unctions and matrix elements can be determined. The 

wavefunctions can then be obtained by diagonalization of-the single ion 

axial Hamiltonian 

which is in general an imaginary matrix. The nicket spin Hamiltonian 

· b · a f F • h - - t 1 7 J · ·a 18 a ~1 21 parameters we~ o taJ.De rom l.S er, .£_ ~·, J.D o, an _ .1· yers. 

The magnitude of the magnetic field at a nickel ion was taken as 

Htotal = Hext + rM; where Hext is the external field at which a given 

copper ion resonance took place,Y the :molecular field_parameter determined 

by Fisher; et al./ and M the magnetization. The inclusion of the 

molecular field improved the calculated results and indicate that nickel-

0 ,. 0 0 
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nickel interactions have an effect on the .impurity ion ~.;hich can he taken 

into account in this way. 

Hith Hext along the a, c, and Y axes of the crystal, only com_;Jonents 

of the exchange in Szi remain. After the nickel matrix element~> are 

computed, the resulting Hamiltonian is. of the form 

(11) 

where C is a combination of matrix elements and angular factors dependent 

on the f~eld orientation. For arbitrary directions of the field, .spin 

components in Sx and Sy are introduced. That the coefficient C is basically 

linear in the field Ho to first-order may be seen by inspecting the nickel 

ground state wavefunction. To first-order it is principally I 0> with I ±1> 

states mixed in bv the off diagonal Zeeman terms, i.e., 

! o};> • lo> + L <Oig.J.B(H;~x-+ ~ysyln>ln> 
n 

An effective spi.11 Hamiltonian can be written from Eq. (11) as 

(12) 

with the effective g-value given explicitly by, 

(13) 

Theoretically, the observation of four g-values at different orientations 

where Eq. (l3) holds would serve to fix the four unknowns g11 , gj_, J, and ¢, 

and the impurity ion spectra could be solved without recourse to a diamagnetic 

lattice.· Solutions for gil' g_p and 

to the diamagnetic values. For the 

<J> should be expected to correspond closely 

2+. 
Cu in a-NiS04 • 6Hz0 four good and simple 

measurements are available.. These are the two g-values along the y axis and 

one each from the a and c axes. These four measurements turned out to be 

; 
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linearly dependent. Independent determination of tho? ~eonetri~al factor 

<I> was not possible though in other cases it may be, e.g. fro:u the hyperfine 

tensor. The angle <I> was therefore taken as an adjust~~l2 geometrical 

parameter anrl varied until g
11 

and g..lmost cl.osely m.itch<:~;l the cli::tmagnetic 

values. 'l'he best values are given in Table III. Good agreement is obtained 

considering the assumptions employed. 

Attacking the problem by relating the differences of tne g-values in 

the paramagnetic and diamagnetic hosts yields the followi..'1g equation for 

the exchange 

J = (14) 

Table IV lists the -2J values calculated for different orientations of the 

magnetic field providing a further check on the method. 

One can S'="= 
2+ 

:h~~ the differences in the g-values cf Cu doped into 

~:::e pa~amagnetic ·~-~~iS04 • 6H20 lattice from those in t'"::e isostructural 

:nseo4•6HzO latti::e can be satisfactorially explained ~Y the preceding 

theo:ry. It requires an isotropic ferromagnetic exch~•ge interaction between 

2+ 2+ ,, . -1 
the Cu and ~i with -2J = +.146±0.007 em • 

/ 0 0 
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TABLE III 

f d d ~ . 1 f 2+ Comparison o Correcte g an ~ Va ues o_ Cu _ in 

a-NiS04•6HzO with those in,Diamagnetic ~ .. ~~:_c::_~;_§.li_20 

Lattice {method) 

NiS04•6H20 

{perturbation) 

NiS04 ~ 6H20. 

{molecular field) 

g,, 

2.4295 

2.40 

2.44 

-1 -2J(cm ) 

2.0965 

2.12 +.146 

2.05 +.152 
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TABLE IV 

Cu
2
+-Ni

2
+ I:ot_,~_opic Excha~~ Values Alot13_ C!~~_!;I;l_=~-es_ 

from Perturbation.J1_~t}1~. 

Axis -1 -2J(cm ) 

a +.139 

c +.151 

y(y) +.139 

y(.l) +.1.56 

Ave. +.146±.007 

e r~ 0 0 J . " 
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VII. APPLICATION OF THE MOLECULAR FIELD METHOD 

' From Eg.(9) in Section II the g-value in the molecular field 

approximation is given by 

2' 2 2 . 26] I g II cos G + g j_ s~n 
2zJ /oE(Ni)\ 1 

g(Ni)S2 \ &d f Ho 

where gil and gj_ are the values which would be obtained in the absence of 

exchange. The value of \6~~Ni)) was calculated by finding the slope of the 

energy ~· field plot of the ground state at the field present at the 

nickel ions, which was again taken to be Htotal = Hext + YM. The use of 

7 
Htotal reproduces the measured magnetization found by Fisher; et al., and 

along the a and c axes · /§E(Ni). L may be replaced by the measured 
\oH Ho 

~agnetization per a~om. Since the ground state's Zeeman energy is 

~::incipally secc:-.::i order, the derivative is almost linear in the field 

.:o::.c over the rc.::.;::: o:: fields used~ the g-value correction can be considered 

::::::-..s tant. 

As before or.ly three independent measurements were obtained, and 

- was again take~ as an adjustable parameter. Table III gives the results 

which most closely match the diamagnetic g-values when~ is varied. The 

values of -2J calculated from the paramagnetic-diamagnetic g-value differences 

along the various crystal axes are tabulated in Table V. J is calculated 

from the formula 
. . 2 

(gobs """ gdia)g(N~)S Ho 
J = 

-s<oE CNiJ 1 oH> 

This simple .molecular field approach also gives satisfactory agreement 

and yields a ferromagnetic copper-nickel isotropic exchange interaction of 

-2J = +.144±.008 em 
-1 

(15) 

(16) 
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TABLE V 

cu
2
+-Ni

2+ Iso_tronic Exchange Values Along C:::ystal Axes 
=~=== . - ·- -- --~~-=-=-------~~~=-~~= 

from Mole~~lar Field M£thoq 

·Axis -2J -1 
(em ) 

a +.146 
~-

c +.138 

y(y) +.157 

y(l) +.136 

Ave. +.144:1:. 008 
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2+ 
A... .QQ.__ 

2+ 
The qualitative features of Co in a-NiS04 •61120 were also found to be 

s.imilar to the diamagnetic ZnSe04 "6H2o lattice. However, the data give. 

unreasonable results when the previous theories are applied. Table VI 

lists the observed g-values of cobalt in the two lattices along the 

principal crystal axes. 

The most disturbing observation about the data is the change in sign 

of the difference g(Ni)-g(Zn) which can only be explained with the present 

theory if the exchange constant .J changes sign. Several reasons can be 

put forward of T-"~~i the cobalt should not be satisfactorily explained by 

the theory. A.s ::.s well known, the large orbital contribution to the 

g-tensor makes :it: extremely sensitive to changes in the crystal field. 

~e initial as3umption of the theory was that a suitable diamagnetic host 

~.;2s availabl~ f.::: colilparison, where suitable here means as much like a 

fictitous dia:1a.g2etic a-NiS04•6H20 as possible. Ions like cu2+ which do 

~ot possess large orbital moment contributions to their g-values are relatively 

insensitive to crystal field.effects, and ZnSe04•6H20 provides a suitable 

comparison lattice. 
2+ 

For Co , ZnSe04•6H20 may no longer be a suitable lattice, 

a~d exchange effects cannot be unraveled from changes in the crystal field. 

f h b f d . h T 1 22 d . . 1 Support or t is can e oun 1n t e utton sa ts an 1sostructura 

23 
lanthanwn magnesium nitrate crystals. In these crystals changes of similar 

ions, e.g., K+, Rb+, or NH4+ in the Zn Tutton salt, causes changes of .2-.3 

of a g-value unit which. is the same order of magnitude as the observed g 

shifts in the.present: experiments. The orbital moment should also complicate 

the exchange interaction. It would be unlikely for isotropic ~<change to 
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TABLE VI 

2+ . 1 
Co A._pparer.t g::-\T~ u~ .· 

Axis 

a 4.69 4.453 

c 4.30 4.315 

y(y) 5.94 5.410 

YW 3.12 3.27 

j ,· 
i I 

9 0 0 0 
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closely represent the cobalt-nickel interaction.
24 

As noteJ in Section II 

the theory \vas der:i.ve,l for the orbital singlet case I·Ihich is not the cD.:ii'! 

for Co2+ in an o~tahedral field. On the basis that the general trend 

seems to show g(Ni) larger than g(Zn). one would conclude from the molecular 

field theory that the cobalt-nickel exchange is probably slightly ferr0ir..:1gnetic. 

Its crystals 

can be easily grown at room temperature and Jindo
18 

has shown that g-value 

shifts are very similar in the two nickel lattices. Divalent manganese gave 

a very complex spec'.:ra in ZnSe04•6H20 and NiSeo 4•6HzO. The normal cor::ple:;:ity 

-.ras increased i:; :':ese lattices by the four ions per unit cell and by 

"forbidden" tr~::.:;icions which gained appreciable intensity due to the break-

:.c.w-n of sele,.::t ::.:::. :-'J.les by a large zero-field splitting. Hhen the external 
'< 

, i~~ld was per;~=~~=~lar to the crystal field axes of two of the ions along 

::~e y axiS, t:1e. =~.:.1 set of five sextets from these ions could be distinguished 
l _..!_ 

and g~ measured £or the 2 to 2 transition. With Ho parallel the z crystal 
.l 1 

field axis, the spectra had the maximum spread, and all but the 2 to- 2 sextet 

could be completely resolved. From the sextet splittings the zero-field 

splitting was determined. Table VIII gives gJL and D in the two lattices. 

The largeness of the zero-field splitting made it necessary to use 

K-band frequencies in order to increase the validity of the second-~rder 

.1 . 25 
Ham~ ton1.an. The point to focus on here is that the overall exchange 

interaction is very close to zero since the g-valnes are very nearly 

identical in the two lattices. For this reason a more detailed analysis 

2+ of the Mn was not conducted. There are exchange contributions to th"' 

zero-field s~litting, but the difference observed in Table VII may be d~e to 

;· 
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Table VII 

2+ . 
Mn Apparent g ..l. and D values in Ttvo Hosts 

Parameter 

g.l 2.02±.02 1.99i±.003 

D (gauss) +624±10 +637±10 

a 
at 1.3 K. 

, 
D 

77 K. ct 

/.. 
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crystal field effects. 

v2+ is a good choice for study since it has very little orbital 

angular momentum ariel rzpresents a case vhere only t2g electrons are involved 

in the excha_nge. However, it is a fairly strong reducing agent and attempts 

to prepare_ZnSe046H20 crystals doped with v2+ resulted in reduction of the 

2- 2-Se04 to Se. The S04 ion is less susceptible to reduction, and single 

crystals of a-Niso4• 6H20 doped with v2+ could be prepared. Even though a 

diamagnetic. reference lattice was not available, large deviations of the 

g-value should be discernible since the small orbital contribution to the 

2+ .· 
V g-value makes them very close to 2.0. A sampling of v2+ g-values shows 

26 that they lie be:·,;~en 1.96 to 2.00 for known octahedral complexes. 

The sp~ct·:.:. ':c::sisted of the expected three octets per ion. 

al:::mg the -y a~c.-=. ·.;hich is perpendicular to the crystal field axes of two 

of the ions, t.~"-= ::tree octets were easily resolved and g..L was determined 

from the center octet. The first-order g.L was 1. 836 neglecting the second-

order shift whici1 would make it even smaller, and with g = 2. 0 the zero-

-1 field splitting was found to be 0.133 em • Thus, the observed g..L value 

2+ is considerably outside the range previously observed for V • Since the 

d f 
2+ . 11 b . d f d . . 1 observe ~ or V ~s sma er t. an expecte or lamagnetlc attices, the 

implication from Eq. (14) or (16) is that the vanadium-,nickel exchan'>e C> 

interaction is antiferromagnetic. Estimating gdia as 2.00 one obtains 

-1 
-2J = 0.06 em using the molecular field .method. 
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IX. Discussion 

Table V1II sunnnarizes the different types of interacting pairs ::w~~ 

the exchange interaction that were obtained.. It' is believed that the 

most advantageous superexchange path~oJay is through a hydrogen bond linking 

the waters of an ion with its nearest neighbor. Figuie 5 illustrates this 

hydrogen bonding arrangement between the nearest neighbors. All other 

hydrogen bonded pathways have at least a sulfate oxygen as an intermedbte 

between two water molecules. Two types of nearest neighbors are possible. 

·The first involves the bonding of an equatorial water of the impurity anJ 

an axial water of t11e nickel. Choosing complex 3 on Fig. 5 as the impurity, 

the first pathw.s-;- :;;-ould be from complex 3 to complex 1. The other pathway 

involves bonding -:-f an axial water of the impurity with an equatorial Hater 

:-£ a nickel. .:':.~::.::.::, with complex 3 as the impurity, this situation uses 

co::plexes 3 and 2. . 2+ . ( ) For Cu whose equatorial d 2 2 and axial (d 2) 
X -y Z 

:::-bitals are ha2.::-.:illed and filled, respectively, the exchange bet,veen 

the two types of :1eighbors may cliff er significantly, and the value of the 

exchangeinteraction calculated in the previous sections is really an 

average of these two exchange interactions. For ions with half-filled 

co:1£ iguratio:1s 
3 2+ 3 2 2+ 2 .2+ 

(tzg -V , t 2g eg -Mn , eg -N~ ), both types of neighb0rs 

sl1ould have more nearly identical exchange. 

Regardless of this problem, the obvious trend observed in Table VIII 

is the gradual change in sign of the exchange interaction ••i th impurity 

configuration on going across the periodic table from copper to vanadiu,":l. 

The implication is that e8-eg orbital interactions are .ferromagnetic aud 

tzg-eg interactions are antiferromagnetic. This observed trend conforms 

h . c d h 1 27 , 28 £ . tote Kanamor1- oo enoug ru_es or. 10ns coupled via a 90° interaction. 

I. () 0 0 
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Howev2r, tl:e very complex geometry of the proposed hydrogen bonded supe,r-

exchange pathway precludes any correlation along these ~ines. 

It is interesting to note that in other hydrogen bond systems simiLtr 

results have been obtained. Pair spectra in the hydrogen bonded double 

nitrate systems also indicated that eg-eg interactions \vere ferror',:ignetic 

d . . .f . 23,29 "'-. h . an t2g-eg lnteractlons :were antJ.· errornagnetlc. H-70 ot er reports ln 

2+ hydrated systems yield results conforming to the observed trend, Cu 

pairs in K2Zn(so4) 2 ·6H2o were ferromagnetic (eg-e
8

) 30 and Ni
2+ pairs in 

ZnSiF6·6H2o were ferromagnetic (eg-eg).
31 

In these hydrogen bonded lattices 

the magnitude of 2J runs from0.025 cm-l to about 0.1 cm-l unless cancellation 

of the mixed Ct2; - eg) type occurs. 

This W:J r"::c c:=..s 3Upported by the u. s. Energy Research and Development 

Host cf the. ~xperimental work in this paper tvas done using a magnet 

supplied to tl-1-:: Jep2rtment of Chemistry by the National Science Foundation 

(Grant GP 2139). We thank Dr. Akira Jindo for making the initial 

weasura~ents ~~ich stimulated this work. 
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TABLE VII1 

Interaction 

ferromagnetic 

slightly ferromagnetic 

antiferromagnetic 

h /"\ u l:l 

-2J 
-1 

( CJ:l ) -----

+0.144 

-0 

-'-0.06 
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FIGURE CAPTimlS 

The positions and orientations o[ the nickel ion~ in a-NiS04·6~20 

are illustrated. Four unit cells are shovn. "Sach unit ceU is 

sho~vn as composed of four nickel ions attached to the vertical 

rods. Tbe unique axis of the spin Hamiltonian is darkened. 

The projections of the magnetic axes of th~· ions in tb2 u.-"!'liSUz1 •6!l20 

lattice on the two Yc planes are shown. The angle ¢ is the angle 

between the ion•s unique axis and the crystal c axis. 

2 2+ 
·The experimental angular dependence of g in tne ab plane for Cu 

in a-NiSG4 •6H20 is compared with the dependence calculated from 

the ap;:::.::-:=.:-~: spin Hamilto~ian parameters. (+) indicate experimental 

points, ~~ci the line is ce~culated. 

A ~y?:~::::.. direct absorpti.on spectra of cu2+ in a-NiS04•6H20 is depicted 

2+ is along a y axis shmving two sets of Cu spectra. 

Ions 1. c.::.:: 3 are equivele:-,t as are 2 and 4 in this dir·~ction. The 

hyperfir:.e pattern is absent in the high field absorption due to the 

smell value of Ai. The tip of the arrow on the right side of the 

200 gauss ~3rker is at 2550 gauss. T = 1.3 K and v = 9.4533 GHz. 

Three Ni(H2o) 6
2+ complexes are illustrated showing the proposed 

nearest neighbor superexchange pathvJay v.ia the hydrogen bonding 

between complexes. The figure is adapted from reference 14. 
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